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Abstract—The Intelligent transportation system is essential to build smarter cities. Machine learning based transportation prediction could be highly promising approach by delivering invisible aspect visible. In this context, this research aims to make a prototype model that predicts transportation network by using big data and machine learning technology. In detail, among urban transportation systems this research chooses bus system. The research problem that existing headway model cannot response dynamic transportation conditions. Thus, bus delay problem is often occurred. To overcome this problem, a prediction model is presented to fine patterns of bus delay by using a machine learning implementing the following data sets; traffics, weathers, and bus statuses. This research presents a flexible headway model to predict bus delay and analyze the result. The prototyping model is composed by real-time data of buses. The data are gathered through public data portals and real time Application Program Interface (API) by the government. These data are fundamental resources to organize interval pattern models of bus operations as traffic environment factors (road speeds, station conditions, weathers, and bus information of operating in real-time). The prototyping model is designed by the machine learning tool (RapidMiner Studio) and conducted tests for bus delays prediction. This research presents experiments to increase prediction accuracy for bus headway by analyzing the urban big data. The big data analysis is important to predict the future and to find correlations by processing huge amount of data. Therefore, based on the analysis method, this research represents an effective use of the machine learning and urban big data to understand urban dynamics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In order to maintain and to enhance urban systems, intelligence urban operation system are crucial. The urban facilities are generally classified as architectural facilities, transportation facilities, and flat facilities [1]. Above all, transportation facilities are one of the most dynamic elements in the cities fundamentally integrated in urban activities (such as producing, living, entertaining, etc.) functionally. Among public transportations, bus is a crucial urban transportation system to citizens in daily lives. The recent public transportation systems have been improved the convenience of use by applying various ICTs (Information and Communications Technology). Citizens could be received information about bus locations, waiting times, and remaining seats from the bus information system (BIS) in real-time. By using the BIS, the practical use of the bus information is smarter than in the past. Before using the BIS, we relied on getting information from the attached timetable and route information in the bus station. To construct such BIS and enhance the convenience of using public transportations through the system are also among the efforts to build the smart city [2].

Citizens are enabling to gain more information in the use of bus. When problems of bus services occurred, however, the problems are becoming burdens to the citizens. Citizens are subordinated to the problems regardless of the convenience of using information. For example, interval problems occur because of weather conditions or fails of interval control with buses. These problems arise because the current bus systems do not respond to the circumstances of city immediately. The bus companies endeavor to deal with the problems coming up frequently based on the driving experiences in a long time. However, the ways to treat the problems lack of elaborate analysis, and tend to be determined by company or government by political reasons.

To resolve the problems, the local governments and transportation research institutions investigate and implement a flexible headway to the demands and traffic conditions [3], [4]. These researches build a model to carry out a flexible headway based on the various statistics about urban lifestyles, transportation statuses, and operation records of the past. This way also provides models in context using a sort of accumulated data. Recent technological advances, for example the use of big data and machine learning, improve the system efficiency. These technologies are already applied to improve transportation systems in many countries, and required to active use to construct the intelligent transportation systems [5]. Based on the abilities of the data analysis and utilization, the transportation system of smart city should be able to have flexibility to respond to urban conditions (ex. traffic congestion, large scale event, weather, demand, etc.).

II. RESEARCH OBJECTIVES

The objectives of research are to present implications about using urban big data and machine learning. It is a method to construct the transportation network of smart city that have a flexible system to respond the urban context changes. This research addresses a problem that existing headway model is usually a fixed type and thus difficult to respond urban context in real-time. Therefore, using a machine learning tool and urban big data in traffics, weathers, and bus statuses, this research provides a flexible headway model based on the urban big data through prototyping model by predicting bus delay and
analyzing the result. The presented prototype model is built with real-time operating data of an actual bus. The data is collected through open data of public data portals [15]-[17], analyzed data, and real time API by the government. The data is basic resources to compose interval pattern models of bus operations by elements such as weathers, road speeds, station conditions, and bus information of operating in real-time. The model is built by the machine learning tool (RapidMiner Studio) and tested to predict bus delays in various circumstances. Finally, on this research shows the experiment and give a discussion how transportation systems responding to urban conditions and possibilities to promote the citizens’ convenience for the urban efficiency.

III. LITERATURE REVIEWS ON THE HEADWAY AND TRANSPORTATION RESEARCH WORKS USING BIG DATA

The headway of city bus is a crucial element about the convenience and confidence of the bus operation in evaluation of the bus service level. And it is involved in the cost and operation efficiency of the bus company. Likewise, the local governments, it is also important to set the headway of city bus with considering the various stances and environmental factors because of their significant financial aid. Therefore, the previous research studies on the bus headway have purposes to improve the bus service level on the side of the citizens [6]-[8]. These researches aim to calculate the number of bus operation or to decide optimal bus routes. And It has tried to find an effective headways on the side of the whole city or the company [9]-[11]. The researches, to present operation methods of flexible headway by analyzing based on the previous cumulated traffic circumstances [3] or strategies for the effective headway by reflecting bus context in real-time [12], almost apply the methodologies of mathematical statistics based on the existing data. Recently, the cases of applying the big data are increased. Also, the mentioned researches are also in company with the big data as statistics. However, the current studies in the big data domain include more active and divers use of data spectrum. It predicts complex relations that people could not even consider in generating the massive amounts of information in seconds. A case of improvement in the traffic system applying the big data of the USA collects and analyzes the real-time data with public-private partnership.

Especially, the private sectors are growing a role because data qualities are progressed and collected the massive traffic data in real-time through the diverse collective ways (extraction from GPS data, Bluetooth, and camera of smartphone, and signal of mobile device). The Seoul City deduces the optimal bus routes and the headways for the public transportation service by analyzing patterns in the big data about the traffic demands and floating populations.

This research is not intended to solve the problems by considering a model of the noble bus headway with considering every situation. The mathematical algorithms to set and adjust the bus headway are significantly complicated and involved many factors influencing mutually. However, this research contributes to mitigate the problems with raising the accuracy to fulfill the bus headway by analyzing and reflecting the urban big data. The analysis of big data has a signification to predict the future by processing massive amount of data with complicated relations. Based on the analysis method, therefore, this research presents an effective use of the urban big data and machine learning to solve the problems by using the several types of urban data related to bus delay cases.

IV. A PREDICTION MODEL OF BUS DELAY USING REAL-TIME BUS DATA

A. The Urban Data Gathering and Extraction

This research used four types of data; weather conditions, road speeds, bus locations, and bus stations. The data are collected at the three different sources, open data portal of the government [15], the Gyeonggi bus information system (GBIS) of the local government of the Gyeonggi province [16], and open weather data portal of the national weather center [17]. The data collecting period are September 18 to 27, 2017. And it is focused on the morning (between 7 and 9am) and evening (between 6 and 8 pm) rush hour.
TABLE I
META DATA OF THE DATA-SET FOR PREDICTING BUS DELAY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Value type</th>
<th>Role</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>examples-time</td>
<td>date-time</td>
<td>attribute</td>
<td>example</td>
<td>numeric value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W-precipitation</td>
<td>real</td>
<td>attribute</td>
<td>Precipitation (mm)</td>
<td>numeric value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W-type</td>
<td>integer</td>
<td>attribute</td>
<td>precipitation type (code)</td>
<td>0(none), 1(rain), 2(sleet), 3(snow)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W-temp</td>
<td>real</td>
<td>attribute</td>
<td>temperature (°C)</td>
<td>numeric value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T-speed</td>
<td>integer</td>
<td>attribute</td>
<td>load speed between stations (km/h)</td>
<td>numeric value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B-stop</td>
<td>integer</td>
<td>attribute</td>
<td>station ID (seven-digit serial number)</td>
<td>numeric value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B-predictT1</td>
<td>integer</td>
<td>attribute</td>
<td>prediction time of the first arrival bus (minutes)</td>
<td>numeric value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B-predictT2</td>
<td>integer</td>
<td>attribute</td>
<td>prediction time of the second arrival bus (minutes)</td>
<td>numeric value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B-interval</td>
<td>integer</td>
<td>attribute</td>
<td>interval between first and second arrival buses (minutes)</td>
<td>numeric value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IntervalType2</td>
<td>binominal</td>
<td>label</td>
<td>under 10 minutes: 1/ over 11 minutes (delay): 0</td>
<td>0(Yes), 1(No)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The target on this research is the city bus number 62 which stops by main city area of Ansan city. The city bus (No. 62) has 73 bus stops for up route and 77 stops for return route. The data is collected for all stations and mainly focused on down 17 stations (5km) passing through major city center, such as schools (elementary: 4, middle: 4, high: 3, university: 1), large size churches, the City Hall, the police station, the intercity bus terminal, and subway stations. Therefore, the target stops currently has irregular bus intervals off the time schedule (Fig. 1). The weather data contains precipitation type (none/ rain/ sleet/ snow), precipitation (mm), and temperature (°C). The road speed data are collected each section between the stations from the GBIS. The bus data are collected in two-minute interval at each station from the open API of the GBIS and route information from the open data portal. The data include station ID, route ID, location data of first and second arrival buses, arrival prediction time, low floor bus, and bus number.

B. Composition of Bus Delay Prediction Model

The bus delay prediction model is developed by using machine learning prototyping tool (RapidMiner Studio). The model predicts bus delay using the following circumstance data sets, patterns of accumulated bus driving data, weather data, road speed, etc. The city bus number 62 specifies their bus headway as 5 to 10 minutes on weekdays. This experiment counts as “interval fail” when the bus interval is under 3 minutes, and over 11 minutes.

The prediction model presents the results as follows; 1) bus delay prediction, 2) influence factors through calculating weight values of the conditional elements influencing the bus delay, 3) analysis through the correlation matrix. The Fig. 2 represents the model composition and operating process.

Process 1– The training data set is loaded using Read Excel operator. Training data set and test data set include meta data of 10 types addressed in Table 1. The number of examples abstracted for training are different in every test. Multiply Data operator acts to use training data to weight calculating (Process 2), probability calculating (Process 3), and Correlation Matrix (Process 5) concurrently. Process 2– This phase deduces the weight value which influence on the label. The Calculate Weights operator calculates the relevance of attributes. Process 3– Training of delay prediction model utilizes the Naïve Bayes operator. The operator generates a Naïve Bayes classification model based on probability. This method judges the results by probabilistic classification of positive and negative. Process 4– The trained model predicts bus delay of test data set. The prediction values indicate 0 (Yes) or 1 (No) and deduce confidences about the judgement. The accuracy of prediction result is produced by comparing real delay data. Process 5– The Correlation Matrix operator is used to analyze the influence factors. This phase judges influence factors to label and presents correlations between the independent variables.
C. Application of the Prediction Model and Test

The prediction model is tested several times as classifying types. The classification types are separated by affecting the weather, containing data of test day, and accumulating amount of data. Each test judges the accuracy of prediction by comparing real operating status.

The weather condition is a close correlation with the road status [13]. The test is conducted under the assumptions that rainy day effects road congestion, so it causes a problem of managing bus headway. Test 1 tries to predict rain day headway issue with the data of clear day. Test 2 and test 3 is a verification of the Test 1, how the data amount and data ratio will give effects for accuracy prediction. Test 4 examines the difference of prediction accuracy between the test 1 and the prediction of rainy day by another rainy day. The prediction results of each test are illustrated in Table 2.

The accumulated data are continuous by a minute interval, and the data has a series of continuous bus stops. The amount of training data and test data are difficult to be same amount in every experiment. Therefore, tests are conducted with identical data ratio, not the number of data.

The experiments, test1 and test 2, show that high ratio of training data gains high prediction result. However, the prediction result is rather lower than other tests as expected even though using a large number of data. This is because the ratio between training and test data is inappropriate. On the contrary, this result means that the prediction accuracy could be increased by plenty of data, even though the tests have same conditions exactly.

In the Test 4, it has precipitation data both of training and test data. And it is predicted by accumulating data on different days. The test has different training time on training and test data. Although both the two data sets have precipitation as attribute, test 4 is not appeared clear differences by comparing the predicted probability of test 1 because time acts as attribute. The impact is low since it has the difference of time. However, the prediction accuracy on rainy day could be increased by accumulating data on rainy day.

Test 5 and test 6 examines the impact of the prediction accuracy by implementing real-time data into the previous test rule. Test 6 has basically same test condition with Test 5, but it has used more training data, one-hour earlier bus delay information. This test experiments the difference between the training with past days data only and the training with past days data and target days data additionally.

V. PREDICTION RESULTS ON BUS DELAY

The tests focusing on precipitation draws the results as follows. The prediction accuracy of test 1 is similar to test 4. However, the weight values of training data set have differences as Table 3. The main difference is precipitation between test 1 and test 4. It appears in weight values. Test 4 presents precipitation (W-precipitation), precipitation type (W-type), and road speed (T-speed) as important factors than test 1. Both data sets examine delay status focusing on intervals. As result, bus interval (B-interval) is appeared as the most important factor in common. And the second factor is prediction time of the second bus (B-predictT2).

The prediction results of test 5 (Fig. 3) and test 6 (Fig. 4) as follows. ‘Prediction (IntervalType2)’ is prediction result about the label by learning model. This represents with each confidence about ‘0 (delay)’ and ‘1 (No)’. The label is judged by the confidence. The wrong predictions of test 5 are the 44 examples among the 510 examples. Test 6 has the 19 wrong prediction examples.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test</th>
<th>Training data (precipitation (mm))</th>
<th>Test data (precipitation (mm))</th>
<th>Data ratio</th>
<th>Prediction result (%)</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Sep. 22 (7 to 9 am/ 6 to 8 pm) (0)</td>
<td>Sep. 19 (7 to 9 am/ 6 to 8 pm) (7.8)</td>
<td>8 : 2</td>
<td>Correct: 90.67 Fail: 9.33</td>
<td>96.58% +/- 1.42%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Sep. 22 (7 to 9 am/ 6 to 8 pm) (0)</td>
<td>Sep. 19 (7 to 9 am/ 6 to 8 pm) (7.8)</td>
<td>7 : 3</td>
<td>Correct: 88.61 Fail: 11.39</td>
<td>95.71% +/- 1.61%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Sep. 25 (7 to 9 am) (0)</td>
<td>Sep. 27 (7 to 9 am) (1.3)</td>
<td>1 : 1</td>
<td>Correct: 63.55 Fail: 36.45</td>
<td>96.15% +/- 1.87%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Sep. 19 (7 to 9 am) (0) / 6 to 8 pm (7.8))</td>
<td>Sep. 27 (8 to 9 am) (1.3)</td>
<td>8 : 2</td>
<td>Correct: 90.99 Fail: 9.01</td>
<td>96.14% +/- 1.33%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Sep. 20 to 22 (7 to 9 am) (0)</td>
<td>Sep. 25 (8 to 9 am) (0)</td>
<td>8 : 2</td>
<td>Correct: 91.37 Fail: 8.63</td>
<td>97.21% +/- 0.62%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Sep. 20 to 22 (7 to 9 am) (0) + Sep. 25 (7 to 8 am) (0)</td>
<td>Sep. 25 (8 to 9 am) (0)</td>
<td>8 : 2</td>
<td>Correct: 96.27 Fail: 3.73</td>
<td>98.02% +/- 0.76%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 5 presents the relation of ‘IntervalType2’, ‘Prediction (IntervalType2)’, and ‘B-interval’ as scatter graphs based on the result of test 5 and test 6. Test 5 doesn’t have examples classifying as ‘0’. This is not classified properly because the
data set of Sep. 20 to 22 (2397 examples) doesn’t have matching examples to the test case. When the amount of training data set extends to Sep. 18 to 22 (6500 examples), the wrong predictions are deduced 4 examples among the 510 test examples. Fig. 6 represents that the ‘correct’ prediction is possible by accumulating the amount of data.

Both tests similar in the weight value but the priority of ‘W-temp’ and ‘example-time’ is different as shown in Table 4.
Test 5 appears the effect of temperature clearly more than test 6. Test 6 indicates the influence of ‘example-time’ than test 5. This result is considered as influencing the sample day data sets to the final prediction result. Also, test 6 containing test day data is high in the final prediction accuracy. As a result, data set containing test day in real-time is useful to predict bus circumstance. Fig. 7 compares the result of test 5 and test 6 through the correlation matrix.

VI. DISCUSSION

Implementing a big data and machine learning technology to the city science is inevitable. The city produces a huge volume of data every second. The data is traces of citizens’ life and measures for livability. Cities are the one of the most complex system that require such technologies which can give us insight of the complexity, by weighting of relations among diverse urban events.

Fig. 4 The prediction result of test 6

Fig. 5 Scatter graphs about the relations of IntervalType2, Prediction, and S-interval of test 5 and test 6
The public transportation is a difficult subject, since it has complicated invisible relations with other environmental aspects. In order to make the invisible visible, this research conducts an experiment, bus delay prediction, by using urban big data and machine learning technology.

This research focused on predicting irregular bus event happenings, and the result shows high accuracy in the prediction. It would contribute system enhancement by real-time based bus interval control system. This research is conducted in the prototyping level by focusing on methodology considering possibility of the weak A.I technology. If the public institutions utilize this methodology, the methodology is able to apply to construct the intelligence transport system (ITS).

The ITS is the transportation system to improve the
efficiency and safety of the traffic and to make the automation and scientification for operating and managing the system by utilizing high technologies and information [14], [18].

The ITS functions to the whole city as a target to enhance traffic communications or operate traffic signals for responding to real-time according to the traffic conditions. Furthermore, autonomous vehicle system is expected to apply to the city in near future. The USA and some of European countries such as Switzerland and Germany are conducting the trial tests of autonomous vehicle in real environment. Also, Korea is planning the trial tests in December 2017. As a result, achievements of this research should be utilized helpfully as a methodology according to the introduction of these intelligence systems.
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